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... that the great fortunes recently made were to him a convincing proof that
the trade of distilling was the most profitable of any now exercised in the
kingdom except that of being broker to a prime-minister.20
The cheapness of British spirits caused a new demand and altered
the tastes and habits of the people. Brandy-shops and geneva-shops
multiplied in the poorer parts of London. Almost every shop daily
resorted to by the poorer classes also embarked upon die selling of
spirits. Employers, including the numerous middlemen who worked in
cellars and garrets, sold gin to their workpeople. The result was an orgy
of spmt-drinking whose effects were seen in the streets of London, in
the workhouses, in the growing misery of the poor, in an increase of
crimes of violence.
The distilling trade was regarded as the great support of the landed
interest. By this trade, said Defoe in 1713 (before its effects had shown
themselves),
first, the corn is consumed, which corn is our own produce, pays rent for our
land, employs our people, our cattle, our shipping, etc., and secondly, the
importation of foreign spirits is prevented.... Nothing is more certain than
that the ordinary produce of corn in England is much greater than the
numbers of our people or cattle can consume: And this is the reason why,
when markets are low abroad and no demands made for corn, that plenty
which is other nations* blessing, is our intolerable burthen.... The distilling
trade is one remedy for this disaster as it helps to carry off the great quantity
of corn in such a time of plenty, and it has this particular advantage, that if at
any time a scarcity happens, this trade can halt for a year and not be lost
entirely as in other trades it often happens to be.... But in times of plenty
and a moderate price of corn, the distilling of corn is one of the most essential
things to support the landed interest that any branch of trade can help us to,
and therefore especially to be preserved and tenderly used.21
Such considerations could not be disregarded by an eighteenth-
century Parliament. Everything was done to promote the production
and consumption of spirits. First, the distilling trade was thrown abso-
lutely open. The distillers of London had been incorporated by Charles
I and had been given a right of search within a radius of twenty-one
miles. The charter was overridden,22 and to protect distillers from
actions brought against them by the Distillers Company, they were

